


SO WHAT IS BEYOND LIMITS? 

A Travel and Event Network of passionate, global organizers who go Beyond Limits to 

redefine the travel MICE industry from a logistical arrangement to an absolute life changing

experience!

We hand pick the best of the best professionals based solely not on their size or fame, 

but their untapped passion to excel and their commitment to offer innovative and

inspirational travel experiences that will transform the travel industry.

We are real people , with real smiles and a passion to create Unique Experiences



WE ARE NOT PHILOSOPHERS BUT WE HAVE 
A SIMPLE PHILOSOPHY…
They say even if is something is very good you can still do …better !

This is exactly what we believe in, as getting better and better is a continuous process and 

not a static phase.

This is the Philosophy on which BEYOND LIMITS was created: 

To select the Best of the Best in each country.



WHAT DO WE DO? 



Team Planning  & Brainstorming

BETTER PLANNING
Our unique personal-based approach helps 

us understand how to better address every 

one of your wants, needs, hopes, interests 

and even concerns. 

We ask you the questions to extract your 

needs, understand your wants to tailor the 

result just for you and your guests.



Our collective intelligence, extensive 

travelling, and constant updates on the 

world’s coolest places, the most talked-

about spots, the insiders’  “must-see’s” and 

the  locals’ “must-do’s” buys you time and 

costs you less effort to enjoy the absolute 

best that your budget can buy.

22 Cars , 22 drivers, 66 guests  Fascinating

BETTER VALUE



Last Day before heading back

BETTER EXPERIENCE
Our extremely high standards in day-to-day 

execution is clock-worked and led by a 

constantly trained and highly skilled team 

that is beside you at any given moment to 

remove all obstacles and absorb 

inconveniences for you and your guests, to 

make the trip utterly authentic, enjoyable 

and carefree.






